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A B S T R A C T

Background: The level of physical activity (PA) and the prevalence of depression both change across the
lifespan. We examined whether the association between PA and depression is moderated by age. As sense
of mastery and functional limitations have been previously associated with low PA and depression in
older adults, we also examined whether these are determinants of the differential effect of age on PA and
depression.
Methods: 1079 patients with major depressive disorder (aged 18–88 years) were followed-up after two-
years; depression diagnosis and severity as well as PA were re-assessed. Linear and logistic regression
analyses were used to test reciprocal prospective associations between PA and depression outcomes. In
all models the interaction with age was tested.
Results: PA at baseline predicted remission of depressive disorder at follow-up (OR = 1.43 [95% CI: 1.07–
1.93], p = .018). This effect was not moderated by age. PA predicted improvement of depression
symptom severity in younger (B = �2.03; SE = .88; p = .022), but not in older adults (B = 2.24; SE = 1.48;
p = .128) (p = .015 for the interaction PA by age in the whole sample). The level of PA was relatively stable
over time. Depression, sense of mastery and functional limitation were for all ages not associated with
PA at follow-up.
Conclusions: Age did not moderate the impact of PA on depressive disorder remission. Only in younger
adults, sufficient PA independently predicts improvement of depressive symptom severity after two-
year follow-up. Level of PA rarely changed over time, and none of the determinants tested predicted
change in PA, independent of age.

© 2018 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Physical activity (PA) is an important and potentially modifiable
determinant of healthy ageing with positive effects on health-
related quality of life [1]. It is often assumed that depression
increases with age, but current epidemiological studies point to a
lower prevalence of depressive disorder at higher age, compared to
younger age patients [2]. Population-based studies have provided
strong evidence that PA decreases the risk for depressive
symptoms in younger [3] as well as in older adults [4]. As the
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majority of studies rely on (self-report) depressive symptom
scales, it remains unknown whether these findings can be
extrapolated to patients experiencing depressive disorder accord-
ing to DSM-criteria [5,6].

To our knowledge, four longitudinal observational studies on
the amount of PA in clinically depressed patients have been
conducted in three different samples [7–10]. Low PA as well as less
sports activity predict unfavorable outcome of depression in
depressed adults over time [7,10], with a reduction in the effect of
low PA on depression outcome with increasing age up to 60 years
[7]. In younger depressed adults, increasing levels of PA three
weeks after admission was associated with decreasing levels of
depressive symptoms [9]. Another sample of depressed patients
aged 60 years and over, showed a lower level of PA during a
depressive episode compared to their non-depressed counterparts
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Fig. 1. Flowchart sample population.
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[11]. In this study, no relationship between PA and the course of the
depressive disorder was observed over time [8]. These findings
suggest there may be a moderating effect of age on the reciprocal
association between PA and the course of a depressive disorder.

PA might be useful as an (adjunct) intervention in the treatment
of depressive disorder [12]. Meta-analyses on exercise interven-
tions suggest that exercise may have a small, short term
antidepressant effect in patients with depressive disorder [13].
However, it is also known that the most important preconditions
for successful implementation of such interventions – participat-
ing and maintaining – are difficult to achieve, because of the nature
of depressive disorder [14]. Interestingly, meta-regression showed
that studies restricted to adults over 60 years of age showed a
higher efficacy than those with subjects below 60 years [15]. This
contrasts with above described results of observational studies in
which the association between PA and depression decreases with
age [7,8]. This discrepancy might be explained by selection bias.
Patients participating in intervention studies may have less
functional limitations and a higher sense of mastery compared
to patients participating in observational studies. Functional
limitations increase [16] and sense of mastery decreases with
age [17]. Previous research in the same cohort used in the current
study demonstrated that limitations in daily functioning in
different life domains and a lower sense of mastery �the
understanding that individuals hold about their ability to control
the circumstances of their lives- were the only two significant
explanatory factors for the difference in PA between depressed and
non-depressed older adults among multiple factors [11]. In light of
the discrepancy in findings between observational and interven-
tional studies and the less favorable course of depression with
increasing age [18,19], it is important to know more about the
moderating role of age in the relationship between PA and course
of depression. To our knowledge, this has never been studied
before across the entire adult lifespan within one study. This
knowledge will contribute to determining whether age-specific
elements are needed in the development of interventions aimed at
increasing PA in patients experiencing depressive disorders.

This study has been designed to examine whether age
moderates the reciprocal relationship between PA and the course
of depressive disorder over two years in people with depressive
disorders at baseline. We expect that the effect of PA on depression
outcome after two years and the effect of depression on change in
PA diminishes with increasing age. In addition, we will explore
whether sense of mastery and functional limitations are potential
determinants of an increase in PA at follow-up for all ages.

2. Methods

2.1. Study sample

Data were obtained from the baseline and two-year assessment
of the Netherlands Study of Depression and Anxiety (NESDA;
participants aged 18–65 years) and the Netherlands Study of
Depression in Older Persons (NESDO; participants aged 60–93
years); two ongoing, multi-centre cohort studies with similar
methods and infrastructures that examine the natural course,
determinants, and consequences of depression [20,21]. Assess-
ments included written questionnaires, interviews, a medical
examination, cognitive tests and collection of blood and saliva
samples. From 2004 until 2007, the initial NESDA sample was
recruited and consisted of 2981 persons with a current depressive
and/or anxiety disorder (n = 1701), a remitted depressive and/or
anxiety disorder (n = 628), or no lifetime depressive and anxiety
disorder (n = 652). Participants were recruited from the general
population, primary healthcare, and outpatient mental health care
facilities. From 2007 until 2010 the initial NESDO sample was
oi.org/10.1016/j.eurpsy.2017.12.029 Published online by Cambridge University Press
recruited, and this sample consisted of 510 older adults (60 years
and older) with either a current depressive disorder (n = 378) or no
lifetime depressive disorder (n = 132), recruited through primary
healthcare and out- and inpatient mental healthcare facilities. In
both studies, a current psychiatric diagnosis was defined by a
recency of 6 months. Exclusion criteria for both cohorts were:
insufficient command of the Dutch language or insufficient
capability to participate, a primary clinical diagnosis of a
psychiatric disorder other than depressive and anxiety disorders,
and for NESDO additionally: (clinician-suspected) dementia or a
Mini- Mental State Examination (MMSE) score <18 (out of 30) [22].
For the current study, baseline and two-year follow-up data were
used and participants were included when the following criteria
were met: a current major depressive disorder diagnosis at
baseline; a valid scale score for the short form self-report
International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ) and partici-
pation at two-year follow-up. This selection resulted in 1079
participants being included in this study (see Fig. 1). Baseline face-
to-face assessments were completed at participating centers
between 2004 and 2007 for NESDA, and between 2007 and
2010 for NESDO. Ethical approval was obtained by both NESDA and
NESDO from all ethical review boards of the participating centers,
and all participants provided informed consent.

2.2. Measures

2.2.1. Depression
The data on major depressive disorder diagnosis were obtained

from CIDI version 2.1, developed by the World Health Organization
(WHO) [23]. The CIDI is a fully structured interview that diagnoses
psychiatric disorders in adults according to the criteria of DSM-IV.
The WHO field trials found high inter-rater reliability (kappa: 0.97),
high test-retest reliability (kappa: 0.66) and high validity for
depressive and anxiety disorders [24,25].

The severity of depression was assessed by the 30-item self-
rating Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology (IDS) [26]. Each
item consists of a series of four statements about the symptom. The
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psychometric properties of the IDS are acceptable, with Cronbach’s
alpha ranging from 0.76 to 0.82 for adults with current depression
[27]. Total scores were used as outcome measure. IDS change score
was calculated as IDS score at two year follow up minus baseline
score.

2.2.2. Physical activity
PA was measured with the Dutch short version International

Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ). This self-report question-
naire, consisting of eight items, was developed as a tool for cross-
national monitoring of PA in adults based on sports and daily
activities in the past week [28]. The psychometric properties of the
IPAQ are acceptable for adults [28]. For older persons the criterion
validity is adequate in the general population [29]. According to the
official IPAQ guidelines [30], data are summed within each activity
item (i.e., vigorous intensity, moderate intensity, walking) to
estimate the level (low, moderate or high) of PA per week.

PA was operationalized in two ways: “sufficient” PA (yes/no)
according to the WHO (primary determinant) and total amount of
PA per week (for a sensitivity analysis). Patterson [30] proposed
that the ‘moderate’ category on the IPAQ is equivalent to “half an
hour of at least moderate-intensity PA on most days”, the former
leisure time-based PA population health recommendation by the
WHO. Because of this clinically relevant classification, the three
categories scored from the IPAQ were dichotomized into ‘insuffi-
cient physical activity’ (IPAQ category ‘low’) and ‘sufficient physical
activity' (IPAQ categories ‘moderate’ and ‘high’). The outcome
variable ‘change of physical activity level’ in this study applies to
the participants that switch between the categories insufficient
and sufficient PA in two years (i.e., ‘increased’ or ‘decreased’, with
‘no change' as reference).

For the sensitivity analyses, total weekly physical activity was
estimated by converting the activity items into multiples of the basal
resting energy expenditure (Metabolic Equivalent of Task[MET])
[31]. The variable total MET minutes per week was initially not
normally distributed and was normalized by log transformation.

2.2.3. Covariates

2.2.3.1. Sociodemographics. Gender (male/female), educational
level in years (range 5–18 years) and partner status (respondent
is married or has partner: yes/no) were obtained from general
questions from the baseline examination.

2.2.3.2. Physical function. Body Mass Index (BMI) was calculated
as weight in kilograms divided by the square of height. Number of
chronic diseases was assessed by self-report questions about the
presence of somatic diseases (cardiac diseases, cerebrovascular
accident, hypertension, peripheral atherosclerosis, diabetes
mellitus, chronic non-specific lung disease, liver diseases,
thyroid diseases, epilepsy, intestinal diseases, arthritis/arthrosis,
and cancer) [32]. Antidepressant drug treatment was based on the
WHO Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical (ATC) classification system
codes, three types of antidepressant were distinguished: tricyclic
antidepressants (TCAs or non-selective monoamine reuptake
inhibitors), selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), and
‘other antidepressants’. ‘No use or infrequent use’ (only when
necessary or less than 50% of the days in a month) and ‘frequent
use’ (more than 50% of the days in a month or daily) were
distinguished.

2.2.3.3. Other lifestyle characteristics. Smoking was dichotomized
into current smoker and non-smoker/former smoker. Alcohol use
was scored and classified with the Alcohol Use Disorders
Identification Test (AUDIT), whereby the cut-off score of �8
points indicates hazardous and harmful alcohol use [33].
rg/10.1016/j.eurpsy.2017.12.029 Published online by Cambridge University Press
2.2.4. Predictors of change in physical activity
Besides depression outcome and age, sense of mastery and

functional limitations were tested as predictors of change in PA.
Functional limitations were measured with the WHO Disability
Assessment Schedule [34]. This self-report questionnaire captures
the level of functioning. In this study, total score (range 0–100) was
used. Higher scores indicate more functional limitations. The
WHODAS 2.0 was found to have high internal consistency with a
Cronbach’s alpha of 0.86 and a high test-retest reliability (intra-
class correlation coefficient: 0.98) [35].

For sense of mastery, the Short Mastery Scale was used to
determine the sense of mastery over one’s life. Lower scores
(within the range of 5–25) indicate lower sense of mastery [36,37].
The scale has shown good construct validity [38].

2.3. Analysis

Firstly, demographic and clinical characteristics of the study
sample and participants lost to follow up were compared using
independent samples t-tests for normally distributed, continuous
variables and x2 tests for categorical variables.

Then, demographic and clinical characteristics of the sample
were calculated, comparing depression and PA measures at
baseline and follow-up by paired-samples t-tests for normally
distributed continuous variables, nonparametric Wilcoxon signed
rank test for skewed continuous variables and McNemar’s tests for
categorical variables.

Next, we examined cross-sectionally whether the interaction
between age and PA (sufficient PA [no/yes] and sensitivity analyses
with total METmin/week) at baseline (independent variables) was
associated with depressive symptom severity (dependent variable)
with linear regression, adjusted for potential confounders:
demographic characteristics, physical function and lifestyle
characteristics.

Subsequently, to examine the association between PA (suffi-
cient PA [no/yes] and total METmin/week) at baseline (indepen-
dent variables) and depression outcome at two-year follow-up
(dependent variable), fully adjusted regression models were built.
Logistic regression was used for remission (no/yes) at two-year
follow-up, and linear regression was used for depressive symptom
severity (total score IDS at two years follow up, corrected for
baseline IDS score) at two-year follow up. In all models the
interaction between age (continuous variable) and PA (sufficient
yes/no dichotomous and total METmin/week continuous) was
tested and when p < .1, stratified analyses by age group (<60 years
and 60 years and older) were presented.

Finally, multinomial logistic regression analyses were carried
out to examine whether depression outcome (i.e., diagnosis at
two-year no/yes or change in IDS score after two years), or
determinants measured at baseline (age, functional limitation,
sense of mastery) predicted change in PA outcome at two years in
the following categories: increase from insufficient to sufficient
PA; decrease from sufficient to insufficient PA; and no change
(reference). Linear regression for sensitivity analyses used total
amount of PA (total METmin/week) at two years as the dependent
variable, corrected for baseline total METmin/week.

The interactions between age and depression outcome,
functional limitations or mastery were tested. All models were
adjusted for potential confounders: demographic variables,
physical function and lifestyle characteristics.

3. Results

Patients lost to follow up at 2 years (n = 251) were less
physically active, more severely depressed and had more
functional limitations at baseline compared to the study sample
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of 1079 patients that participated in the two-year follow-up (all
p < .05).

Table 1 presents the baseline characteristics and two-year
depression and PA outcomes of the sample. Of the 1079
participants at two-year follow-up, 635 (58.9%) achieved remission
of the depressive disorder. Depression severity also decreased in
two years with a mean difference of 9 points in IDS score (p < .001).
After two years, 688 (73.9%) participants did not change their level
of PA, 114 (12.2%) increased their level and 129 (13.9%) participants
decreased their level of PA. There was also an increase in total
METmin/week in two years (Wilcoxon signed-rank test, p = .009).

3.1. Cross-sectional associations

Cross-sectional linear regression models showed that sufficient
PA at baseline was associated with lower scores on the IDS (fully
adjusted model: B(unstandardized coefficient) = �2.0; SE (stan-
dard error) = 0.84; p = .017). The association between sufficient PA
and severity of depression was not moderated by age (p for
interaction = .434). Similarly, the sensitivity analyses showed that a
higher number of METmin/week was associated with lower scores
on the IDS (fully adjusted model: B = �0.667; SE = 0.57; p =< .001).
This association was not moderated by age (p = .982).

3.2. Prediction of depression outcome

3.2.1. Remission
Logistic regression analyses showed that sufficient PA at

baseline increased the odds of remission at follow-up with an
unadjusted odds ratio (OR) of 1.60 [95% CI: 1.21–2.11] (p = .001)
and a fully adjusted OR of 1.43 [95% CI: 1.07–1.93] (p = .018). This
effect was not moderated by age (p = .570). The sensitivity
analyses with total amount of PA showed that a higher total
Table 1
Characteristics of the study population.

Characteristics 

Demographics:
� Age (years) mean (SD) 

� Female sex n (%) 

� Years of education mean (SD) 

� Living status with partner (yes) n (%) 

Psychopathology:
� Depression diagnosis (CIDI) n (%) 

� Depression severity (IDS-score) mean (SD) 

� Sense of mastery (Pearlin) mean (SD) 

Lifestyle characteristics:
� Sufficient physical activity (yes) n (%) 

� Follow up change in physical activity:
� no change n (%) 

� increased PA n (%) 

� decreased PA n (%) 

� Total amount of PA (Total METmin/week) median (range) 

� Current smoker (yes) n (%) 

� Harmful alcohol use (yes) n (%) 

� Body Mass Index mean (SD) 

Physical functioning:
� Number of chronic diseases median (range) 

� Functional limitations (WHODAS) mean (SD) 

� Antidepressant drug treatment:
� TCA n (%) 

� SSRI n (%) 

� Other AD n (%) 

Bold value in tables means P = < .05.
Paired-samples t-tests for normally distributed continuous variables, nonparametric W
categorical variables. IDS: Inventory of Depressive Symptomatology; CIDI: Composite I

oi.org/10.1016/j.eurpsy.2017.12.029 Published online by Cambridge University Press
METmin/week at baseline increased the odds of remission at
follow up, with an unadjusted OR of 1.07 [95% CI: 1.01–1.14]
(p = .031), but this effect was no longer significant in the fully
adjusted model (OR = 1.02 [95 CI: 0.95–1.08], p = .642) and was
not moderated by age (p = .151).

3.2.2. Improvement of depressive symptoms
Linear regression models showed that reporting sufficient PA at

baseline predicted lower depressive symptom severity after two-
year follow-up compared to insufficient PA (B = �5.97; SE = 2.35;
p = .011). As this effect was moderated by age (interaction term age
by physical activity: p = .015), results were stratified by age
(<60 years and �60 years). Table 2 shows that sufficient PA
predicted a significant decrease of depression severity in younger
adults (B = �2.03; SE = 0.88; p = .022), but not in older adults
(B = 2.24; SE = 1.48; p = .128).

The sensitivity analyses with total amount of PA showed that
total METmin/week at baseline did not predict a change in
depressive symptom severity over the two-year follow-up, neither
in the unadjusted (B = �0.050; SE = 0.17; p = .766) nor in the fully
adjusted model (B = 0.113; SE = 0.18; p = .499). The relationship was
not moderated by age (p = .414).

3.3. Prediction of physical activity outcome

3.3.1. Change in (in)sufficient PA
Separate multinomial logistic regression analyses showed that

none of the potential determinants accounted for change in PA
after two years. Remitted depression, change in depressive
symptom severity at two years, age, mastery, and functional
limitations were all not associated with a change of PA at two years.
Moreover, none of these characteristics interacted with age on the
prediction of change in PA at two-year follow-up (data not shown).
Population (n = 1079)

Baseline Two year outcome p

47.1 (16.3)
703 (65.2)
11.6 (3.3)
670 (62.1)

1079 (100) 444 (41.1) <.001
31.5 (12.4) 22.6 (13.0) <.001
14.7 (4.0)

800 (74.1) 687 (73.5) .337

688 (73.9)
114 (12.2)
129 (13.9)

2457 (0–19278) 2712 (0–17892) .009
420 (38.9)
208 (19.3)
25.9 (5.2)

1.0 (0–8)
26.6 (12.5)

82 (7.6)
302 (28.0)
157 (14.6)

ilcoxon signed rank test for skewed continuous variables and McNemar’s tests for
nternational Diagnostic Interview.
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Table 2
The interaction of age in the longitudinal association between physical activity and depressive symptoms (IDS) after two years.

Unadjusted model Fully adjusted modela

B SE p B SE p

Main analysis (whole sample):
� Sufficient physical activity �5.34 2.35 .023 �5.97 2.35 .011
� Age 0.04 0.03 .293 0.013 0.018 .744
� Age by physical activity 0.100 0.046 .028 0.110 0.045 .015

Stratified analyses:
Impact of sufficient PA (stratified by age)
� Sufficient PA (in patients aged <60 years) �3.62 1.07 .001 �2.03 0.88 .022
� Sufficient PA (in patients aged >60 years) �0.60 1.75 .733 2.24 1.48 .128

Bold value in tables means P = < .05.
Multiple linear regression analyses. Baseline sufficient PA(no/yes), aadjusted for baseline total IDS, demographic characteristics (sex, education, partner status), lifestyle
characteristics (smoking, alcohol use), physical function (body mass index, number of somatic diseases, antidepressant drug treatment (TCA, SSRI, other AD)). IDS: Inventory
of Depressive Symptomatology.
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3.3.2. Total METmin/week
Remission of depression, functional limitations and sense of

mastery also did not predict an increase in MET-minutes over two
years in the sensitivity analyses using linear regression analyses
with total number of MET minutes at two year follow-up.
Nonetheless, a less favorable change in depressive symptom
severity over the two-year follow-up predicted a lower number of
METmin/week at two years follow up, corrected for baseline total
METmin/week only (B = �0.016; SE = 0.01; p = .001) as well as in
the fully adjusted model (B = �0.013; SE = 0.01 p = .007). In the
sensitivity analyses, none of the characteristics interacted with age
on the METmin/week at two year follow-up.

4. Discussion

Sufficient PA is – irrespective of age – an independent predictor
of remission in clinically depressed patients. Age moderates the
impact of PA on the improvement of depressive symptoms over
time: Only in younger adults, sufficient PA independently predicts
improvement of depressive symptom severity over a two-year
follow-up. Another interesting finding of this study is that level of
PA rarely changed over time, and none of the determinants tested
predicted change in PA, independent of age. Decreased PA found in
our depressed participants of all ages may therefore reflect a trait
instead of a state characteristic, which will be discussed in more
depth below.

The finding that sufficient PA predicts remission of depressive
disorder is in line with studies on depressive symptoms in the
general population [3]. Sufficient PA can thus not only be seen as a
protective factor for not developing depressive disorder, but also
as a predictive factor for remission of depression in clinically
depressed patients of all ages. We contributed to the growing
body of knowledge about the importance of sufficient PA for
people at risk for or experiencing depressive disorder [13]. In
younger adults, we furthermore found that sufficient PA led to a
decrease of depressive symptoms after two years. In older adults,
the relationship seems more complex: sufficient activity at
baseline did not lead to higher reduction in depressive symptoms
after two years compared to their low active counterparts. The
most likely explanation is that scales for self-report of depressive
symptoms in older adults measure more than just depression
severity. It could, for example, also reflect the severity of
comorbid somatic illnesses. Although depression showed remis-
sion in the older participants with sufficient PA, the decrease of
total IDS score is small. It is known that in case of low depression
severity, individual (self-report) depressive symptom items more
often reflect underlying physical illness instead of reflecting
psychopathology [39].
rg/10.1016/j.eurpsy.2017.12.029 Published online by Cambridge University Press
The second finding of this study is that the level of PA, whether
sufficient or insufficient, rarely changed in this initially depressed
group. Although longitudinal studies in the general population
under 60 are scarce, the same trend is shown [40]. Studies in
persons 60 years and older have mixed results. They can show
stability in PA over time [41], as well as a decrease in PA over time
[40]. Our results suggest that lower PA in people with depression of
all ages might reflect a trait instead of a state characteristic, i.e. low
PA is independent of depression state and could be a feature of
one’s personality. In contrast to our expectations, the stability of PA
was independent of depression outcome. Neither remission of the
depressive disorder, nor a decline in depressive symptoms over
time predicted a change in PA at follow-up. This may not explain
the small effect of PA interventions on depressive symptoms, but it
may explain why these effects diminish over time [13]. Inter-
ventions for improving PA should therefore be focused on a
sustained change in activities and should be incorporated in a
broader multidisciplinary plan on improving health-related
behavior and self-management skills [42].

This study has several strengths. First, due to the substantial
sample size and the broad age range, we had sufficient power to
test the interaction effects of age in models fully adjusted for
possible confounders of the association between PA and
depression, and vice versa. Second, our results can be generalized
to a population of clinical depressed adults, as our sample reflects
all different stages of depression in different healthcare settings.
Finally, we not only included DSM-IV diagnosis of depression in
our measures, but also a well-validated measure of symptom
severity (IDS).

Nevertheless, this study has some limitations. First, although
the IPAQ is a valid and widely used self-report questionnaire on PA,
the validity of this scale in depressed (older) persons is unclear.
People with depression tend to be negatively biased about their
own performance [43]. On the other hand, self-reported physical
activity is over-reported with the IPAQ [44] Validating this self-
report measures of PA in depressed subjects is warranted, but not
available yet [45]. Therefore, use of accelerometers to measure PA
would have been more impropriate [46].

Second, the lack of an interval assessment on PA between the
two years is a limitation. Therefore, we have no information on the
changes in PA over this time period.

Third, only the number of chronic health conditions was
available to measure the effect of serious chronic health burden on
both physical activity and depression. The use of a validated index
(e.g., the Charlson Comorbidity Index) would have been more
accurate and could have given specific information on the effect of
individual somatic diseases on PA, depression and their inter-
relationship. Finally, because of the observational design of this

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.eurpsy.2017.12.029
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study, and the lack of details on treatment modalities, we cannot
cover the effects of other treatment on PA.

5. Conclusion

This study reveals that, although age does not moderate the
impact of PA on remission of the depressive disorder, improvement
of depressive symptoms was significantly lower among older
compared to younger persons with sufficient PA. This might be
explained by underlying somatic conditions affecting depressive
symptom scores in old age. Given that PA only marginally increases
over time in all age groups, the increase does not result in a
significantly high proportions of patients converting from insuffi-
cient to sufficient PA. Moreover, depressive symptoms, sense of
mastery and functional limitations were not determinants of
increased PA. Collectively, our findings suggest that PA of depressed
patients in all ages might reflect a trait instead of a state
characteristic. This should be taken into account in further
development of lifestyle interventions.
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